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Discord at Dulwich

"At 4 pm, while these discussions [on the Dulwich Hospital
theatre dispute] were proceeding, there was a disturbance in
the main theatre suite between nursing and medical staff on
one hand and theatre orderlies on the other. A very tense
situation appeared to have developed involving use of theatre
port-holes. This was emphasised when two surgeons informed
sector administration that, in their view, it was unsafe to
operate in the emotional atmosphere then prevailing in the
theatres. The indications were that nurses in the theatres were
not prepared to work with the theatre orderlies and vice versa.
The two groups were accordingly separated and it appeared
to local management that, given the hostile atmosphere, there
was a need to effect a temporary closure of the main theatre
suite."
Who could believe that such a scene was possible in an NHS

operating theatre ? Yet it is described in the guardedly worded
report' on recent events in Dulwich Hospital's operating
theatre, prepared by a local joint staff management panel.
Some may be tempted to dismiss the trouble at Dulwich as
untypical of the hospital service and a consequence of per-
sonality clashes. The inquiry's findings are, however, an un-
happy confirmation of developments in the NHS about which
we warned at the end of last year.2

The culminating row that stopped the operating theatre
erupted over the threatened disciplining of a theatre porter
who had persisted in parking his bicycle in the operating
theatre changing room used by orderlies and students. This
precipitated a demand by representatives of the ancillary staff
for the removal of the nursing officer in charge of the operating
suite. The report makes clear, however, that relations between
doctors and the nurses on the one hand and theatre orderlies
on the other had been deteriorating for a long time, well
before the present nursing staff arrived. Furthermore, indus-
trial relations in the hospital as a whole had been unhappy,
with industrial action threatened or taken "from time to time."
But tensions reached such a pitch after the bicycle incident
that, while discussions to resolve the problem were proceeding,
the disturbance in the main theatre occurred.
Anyone with experience of operating theatre work knows

that it is physically and mentally demanding. Even the relative
calm of a routine hernia operation can be broken by an un-
expected emergency, when only disciplined action may stand
between the patient and disaster. If supporting staff cannot
be relied upon to play their essential part then patients entering
the operating theatre are facing unreasonable hazards. Anyone
in a theatre who is not prepared to act responsibly should not
be there. This may mean sacking staff. But one ofthe important
-and literally dangerous in this context-consequences of
recent legislation3 is to make management reluctant to dismiss
even persistent trouble makers. This has emboldened unions
and their members to behave on occasions as though running
the organisation was their responsibility. Paradoxically, while
resisting dismissal or transfer themselves, ancillary workers
are not averse to demanding the removal of more senior staff
whom they dislike, as happened at Dulwich. While they may
gain in the short term from such anarchic behaviour, in the
long run everyone suffers. In the case of Dulwich the waiting
list for gynaecological operations apparently doubled during
the six weeks of the dispute.
The report clears the theatre nursing officer of any

blame, judging that there was not even prima facie evidence
to justify the ancillary staff's complaints. It also makes
some sensible if obvious recommendations, calling for a
review of theatre rules and practice, more training and a
better career pattern for ancillary staff, a clear chain of
accountability in the theatre, greater understanding by staff of
everyone's duties, and training for key administrators in
industrial relations. The unhappy events in Dulwich, however,
are a warning to all NHS staff. They should heed it: adminis-
trators when tempted to appease militant staff, union leaders
when tempted to support unquestioningly local militants, and
doctors and nurses when tempted to deliver authoritarian
commands to staff. Otherwise all the money in the world will
not make the NHS a safe place for patients to be ill in.
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Correction

We regret that in the leading article "To sign or not to sign?" (11
March, p 598) we quoted the second reference wrongly. It should have
been De Bakey, L, The Scientific Journal, St Louis, Mosby, 1976.
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